
Certified. Proven. Reliable.

As an Infrastructure certified service provider, OnX hosts mid-large enterprise instances of SAP 

in state-of-the-art data centers that are managed following ITIL® best practices, consistently 

achieving operational excellence.  

We understand that location matters, especially when it comes to your mission critical SAP 

information. Our clients that are running SAP, including HANA, can rest assured that their 

information is managed in-resident country and will enable you to improve security, compliance 

and exceed stringent regulations.

As part of the partner certification process, SAP has audited, tested, measured, and confirmed that 

the level of security, redundancy and robustness of OnX’s staff, processes and technology meet and 

exceed the requirements to ensure the highest standards of delivery are adhered to at all times.

OnX Managed Services has a long and successful history of right-sizing SAP hosted environments 

to ensure the performance, reliability and security standards are exceeded. We have clients across 

North America running mission-critical instances of SAP for end users around the world.

SAP Infrastructure Services

“State-of-the-art 

data center facilities 

audited, tested and 

certified by SAP.

CURRENTLY MANAGING 
SAP IN-HOUSE?

If you are currently running 

SAP in-house and require 

either a secondary site for 

replication or are looking 

to move your primary 

production ERP to a high 

availability data center, OnX 

has the experience and 

proven success story’s to 

demonstrate our aptitude 

and expertise.

Deliver 
OnX Delivers Fully Managed 
Cloud Infrastructure

SAP IN THE ONX CLOUD

Manage
Partner Manages SAP Basis and 
SAP Applications with Support

Access
Employees and Users  
Access SAP Remotely



FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL  
1 866 906 4669 (CA) // 1 888 536 0406 (US)  

OR VISIT US ONLINE AT ONXMS.COM

SAP Integrator Partner Ecosystem

SAP ECOSYSTEM

Today, OnX Managed Services’ customers can run SAP instances in tandem with OnX’s 

partner ecosystem, where a certified integrator manages the SAP Basis application 

layer; or customers running their own SAP environment can leverage our certified 

infrastructure layer and continue to manage the technical application layer through their 

own internal staff, in an OnX facility. 

In both cases, OnX will rapidly deploy an SAP certified fully managed data center 

environment that is seamlessly integrated into the support of the SAP application layer.

> CLOUD ENABLED DEPLOYMENTS IN UNDER A WEEK

> MULTIPLE TOP TIER STANDARDIZED DATA CENTERS

> CERTIFIED BY SAP MANAGED HOSTING ENVIRONMENT

> ADHERENCE TO ITIL® AND ITSM BEST PRACTICES

> SSAE16 AND PCI DSS COMPLIANT 

> DISASTER RECOVERY AND DATA BACKUP SOLUTIONS

> COMPLETE ONGOING INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGEMENT UP TO  

AND INCLUDING THE OPERATING SYSTEM

> END-TO-END MONITORING AND REPORTING

LOOKING TO DEPLOY  

A NEW INSTANCE  

OF SAP?

We work with the world’s 

leading SAP integrators 

and we will bring the talent 

required to the table for 

a seamless and smooth 

migration.Our partner 

ecosystem will configure 

SAP, work with your team to 

set up the application and it 

will run in one of OnX’s SAP 

certified facilities.


